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About This Game

"gameplay that shows refinement and polish all throughout ... a quality point-and-click adventure with same-sex attracted
characters and gay culture in a way that doesn’t alienate players of any sexuality, religion or creed." - stevivor

"the perfect holiday gift" - huffington post queer voices

Introduction

Escape from Pleasure Planet is a gay-themed science-fiction adventure game with bright colourful graphics, a fun story and
character art by Joe Phillips.

Play as Captain Tycho Minogue as he chases a dangerous (and dangerously handsome) criminal to Arcadia, a tourist resort
famous throughout the galaxy as Pleasure Planet.

But has Brutus gone to the resort solely to hide or is he planning something more sinister? Are the tourists truly happy having
their every wish fulfilled or is there a dark underside to this paradise? And what has happened to the original builders of

Pleasure Planet? Action, adventure, romance ... Escape from Pleasure Planet is classic sci-fi but with handsome gay men. The
perfect gift.

This game is a follow-up to My Ex-Boyfriend the Space Tyrant (also available on Steam). However you don't need to have played
Space Tyrant to enjoy Pleasure Planet!
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Golf with worms, nice, not too chellanging fun.. Game would not load. Discussions and dev say its a steam issue.
I played the original years ago and was looking forward to this version.
Not sure why this game is even on Steam since apparently NO ONE has gotten it to work.

If you want this game don't buy it on Steam. Buy it from the developer direct.

Its disgusting that Steam totally ignores the problems with this game and yet offers it up for sale even though it does not work.
Refunded.. I discovered that chanting "hep! hep! hep!" actually helps xD
Not sure if it's worth 8 USD, but I bought it on humblebundle a while ago and it cost like 1 USD for a bundle of 5 minis.
10/10 for 1/5 USD price.. Not for me. Game is buggy and it does not seem to like my Xbox 360 controller of which someone
else mentioned in their review. Was looking forward to playing but I like playing games without bugs... Had to Ctrl-Alt-Del to
end the game.. it is very easy to use. there are many tutorials. developer is very helpful and responsive. i could used animations
in Unity 5 in ease. i look forward to use coming features. You also should buy DLC Packs. You can learn too much details from
those DLC packages.. Ehh. It's an interesting concept, but not terribly well executed. There's only the one ship, and as far as I
can tell only the one strategy of missile spamming for dealing with fighter swarms. The 6 missions are done in under an hour.
Voice Acting is annoying (just random phrases from a small pool). Biggest problem in the end game is that you have black cross
hairs against a dark background.. This game was quite enjoyable.
While it was created using the same engine as Max Payne, it delivers a story of its own, about an agent of the DEA who's goal is
to take down the Drug Cartels of Central and South America.

In terms of actual gameplay, it is a third person shooter with a wide selection of weapons, and bullet time mechanic. Be ready to
shoot some baddies in slow motion.

My only real complaint with this game, is it is rather short, but it was still a very enjoyable experience.. It didn't even take me an
hour to complete everything this game has. Nice concept, but lacks depth and replayability. It should be sold for at least half its
prize, since its literally game for an hour.. This a really nice game. It's really fun, simple and colourful, and the mechanics are
very intuitive, although they still need some polish. I think 3rd person VR is really great, surely it's less immersive but it's a good
halfway between monitor games and pure 1st person VR.
The only complain I have is the graphics which are too simplistic, I wish there was more detail in the environments.

Definitely recommended.
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This is my fault, becuase I didn't read the support, but it doesn't look like this works with the Oculus Rift yet (as of
12\/6\/2018). When will support for the Rift come? I get to the welcome screen, but I can't choose anything. I'm still going to
recommend it for VIVE users.. Simply the best multiplayer experience in VR I have had. Clever concept exectuted flawlessly.

You have to try this: 10/10. it's fun, has a great idea, but the mouse curser is a lot bigger than it normally it is wich makes it
harder, but not by that much

9/10 would point agian. Another great paint jobs... Keep them adding.
Wishing Philippine paint jobs too.. OMG! so boring. not even a minimal story, terrible aiming + moving. feels like unfinished
beta game :\/. Awsome route! Runs nice and smooth worth every penny. Now lets start making more routes on the same line
working our way up to Paris.. The voice acting was a little annoying at first but it sort of grew on me.

The battles were actually quite fun, taking turn based to another level. I really liked the chained attacks. Didn't take me long to
figure out how to exploit the defend action (when defending you acquire a bit of hp and ap) in order to keep your health and
action points up. Just defeat all but one monster, silence or hinder it in some way and then have your characters defend defend
defend. You almost HAVE to figure this out in order to succeed at the game. And if even if you do get all your points back up,
one battle or one step into some poisonous clouds will punish you for your exploits.

My only beef with this game is the save system. During the first few hours save spots are abundant enough. However I wanted to
play for a bit early this morning and upon entering a dungeon I felt trapped after an hour or so with no save point in sight. There
were floating clouds of hp and ap suckers that hurt you if you bumped into them rendering me unable to rush forward to find
the next spot. I pushed my schedule forward for the day and tried to get to a save spot but one never appeared. I ended up having
to shut the game down and lost my progress.

The game tries to make save points part of the story by having your character enter it in their readable journal at certain
intervals in the story line. Also at save points you can re-up your team with saved "selactic" stores that will give you health and
ap back depending on how much you choose to spend. This tactic is still attainable even with a save anywhere option...you could
save anywhere but you just don't get a new journal page until you reach a totem or any of your stores of selatria. The gaming
world has evolved too much to still be including spaced out save points as a core part of your game.

I do want to say that exploring the prison early on in the game was a blast. The devs made a typical prison break scenario more
fun by having you listen to the prisoners and decide which ones to let out based on what they say to you. You have to battle
guards for keys (decent drop rate here...not too much, not too little) and the game keeps track of whether or not you let out good
people or bad people. The good ones join your team to help a bit. Other cells without prisoners hold secrets or useful supplies
but it's a gamble to waste a key on them.

I'm not a big fan of the mapping assets used for this game, though some looked to be custom. I could never stand the boxy tiles
that rpg maker (vx I think?) used. However I was able to overlook this since the battles and story were fun.

Perhaps I'll come back to this one when I don't have such a busy schedule and can afford to get stuck in a dungeon for hours.
I'm putting this on hold for now :). Very Fun Game Simi-Open World Futuristic Warfare And Uses Drone Warfare.. I liked it...
the game only takes an hour or two max without any help. Alright story, decent mechanics. I like the graphics. Fun and
recommend it but just know it won't take more than an hour or two.. major issue is the game crashing allot. like... allot. if not
everyday every other day then.
heard it's better on console so play it there instead.
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